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Agenda
Chair Opening Remarks & Keynote Panel | The Hardening
Market and the Commoditization of Captives
•
•
•
•

•

The impact of Covid-19 on the hardening market and the increasing appeal of
captive formation.
How have companies reaped the benefits of their captive through Covid-19?
The growth in PCC’s and opportunities for companies of all sizes.
Exploring the first digital captives – working with insuretech and operating your
captive in a technology environment.
Policy exclusions with traditional insurers the competitive edge of captive
insurance.

Farah Jaafar-Crosby
CEO

Labuan IBFC INC

Lauren Ingram

Editor
Captive Review

Franck Baron

Group Deputy Director, Risk Management & Insurance
International SOS

Key Takeaways
•
•
•
•

•
•

Covid accelerated the need for captives, however, there was a hardening market prior to
Covid. There is an opportunity for risk management to push their agenda for selfinsurance as a strategic role.
Covid-19 is putting risk management at the centre of governance; however, captives
should be set up to serve your risk appetite, not just in reaction to the hardening market.
The democratisation of captives – could you join PCC/ association of captives? Be
ambitious, but we all need to start somewhere. Structuring important factor.
‘In every crisis there is an opportunity’ – Labuan have seen growth in whole insurance
ecosystem. Of the 7 new captives this year, 5 are PCC’s. PCC’s accessible and great for
immediate risk.
You can always convert PCC to pure captive later. The idea and growth of cell based on
cost, efficiency and ease of management.
If you want to establish a captive, there is a long educational journey ahead. The
commercial insurance market is changing, and self-insurance is the way forward.
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Agenda
Panel | Implementing Employee Benefits into your
Captive
•
•
•
•
•

Exploring the 3 pillars of employee benefits: digitisation, aligning social trends
and prevention and mitigation of EB risks.
How to successfully align your EB programme with the board of directors.
Using your EB programme to improve the workplace environment.
Leveraging the benefits of analytic tools and customising your policies.
Strategies for EB financing.

Kelvin Wu
Group Assistant General Manager,
Risk Management and Insurance

International SOS

Lauren Ingram

Editor
Captive Review

Juliet Kwek
Regional Director
MAXIS GBN

Richard Tan
Regional Business
Development Manager

MAXIS GBN

Key Takeaways
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Actively providing service to employees through captive during crisis. If you have EB in your
captive, employees have comfort that their benefits are still being provided.
What exposure are you experiencing, and how can you finance this risk? A lot of work is
being done on projection of risk and some captive owners are taking on more risk. Using
data to improve risk portfolio.
With working from home the risk dynamic has changed. Captive allows you to change your
risk profile. Eg. Workers compensation.
During pandemic there was a lot of panic around coverage and focus on mental health.
How can reduce risk for employees? Clients asking about vaccinations and whether it can
be put into captive.
There are currently approx. 100 EB captives worldwide. Employee benefits is high
frequency in comparison to other risks, eg. P&C. So long as captive is well structured, and
there’s a good business strategy, it will serve your parent company well.
For those looking to implement EB into their captive, ensure you have the analysis and
identify the objective for your captive. Even if your projection is slightly off, the impact will
be less in comparison to P&C risks. For
Financial and technical benefits are easy to present, often the bigger challenge is the
engagement of stakeholders so there is a need to demonstrate value and the ability to
stomach volatility.
For those that don’t have a captive, be prepared to embrace everything that comes with
self insurance including management reporting and scrutiny of CFO.
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Agenda
Managing Risk at a Multinational | An Interview with Barbara
Speth, Nestle
•
•
•

How have Nestle reaped the benefits of the captive amid the global crisis?
Challenges faced with insurance renewals.
Key considerations for those looking to set up a captive.

Sam Dale

Barbara Speth

Head of Event Content
Captive Review

General Manager
Intercona Re (Nestlé S.A)

Key Takeaways
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Nestle has not been impacted as much by Covid in comparison to other companies, as we
operate in food and beverage. Targets were sustained but there were challenges in the
supply chain.
We manage a lot of risk, but BI is a huge risk. Vulnerability within supply chain and cyber –
everything is interconnected with disruption and product availability.
We have run a captive for 30+ years - we learnt a lot and mastered changes. The biggest
benefits of having a captives is that you can make your whole business operations more
resilient. Risk has not changed in hardening market, but commercial insurance will price
higher.
Profits can go to parent company. Captive provides an opportunity to better understand
your risk good and review loss prevention. In a soft market, ensure you continue to build
relationships with insurers to help reduce build buffers, raise capital and sign more risks
when a hardening market does occurs.
A full-blown captives takes time to develop as there are associated costs, a need to build a
business case and negotiate with board. Need good understanding of risk and affordability.
Jurisdiction choice important. Nestle established in Switzerland as preferred jurisdiction
because of tough regulation.
Nestle have had employee benefits for 10+ years including life and disability. Able to
consolidate buying with 2 insurance groups. Working with HR for standardised conditions,
and ensuring employees adequately covered – paramount in times of crisis.
As a re-insurance captive our claims handling is done by fronter. We can assume arms
lengths principle and not challenged on pricing approach. Means we can use service
providers strategically. We use brokers for certain parts of business, and advisory to
enhance captive operations.
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Agenda
Panel | Global Captive Outlook - the Time for Growth?
•

What makes Asia an appealing domicile for captives? How can we ensure than the
captive landscape continues to grow and prosper?
How will ILS and the Insurance Amendment Bill help to strengthen regulatory
regimes and drive captive formation?
An exploration of the Asia Pacific Solvency Regulation, and the impact of the
European Solvency II regulation have on other jurisdictions.
A global outlook - is there anything we can learn from EU and US?

•
•
•

Matthew McEwan
Director Risk Management
Coca-Cola European
Partners

Matthias Helmbold
Head of Technical Services
MAXIS Global Benefits
Network

Shruti Vyas
Captive Manager
SES Satellites

Franck Baron

Group Deputy Director,
Risk Management & Insurance
International SOS

Steve Tunstall
General Secretary
PARIMA

Key Takeaways
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

There is growing maturity of captives in Asia that are larger. With the current crisis, now is the
time to diversify your risk strategy.
Captives requires level of sophistication in risk management approach – how much do you
retain and how well developed is your risk management strategy? If you have volatile risk,
insurance risks are more competitive in commercial market.
Captives involve a lot of regulatory framework - do you use a provider? What is your solvency,
are you ready to take on commitment? Important to select domicile carefully.
If you are looking at setting up a captive, there is a capital requirement that you would need to
keep. Identify whether your premium income justifying the cost of setting up a captive.
With the pressure on the global economy, a lot of western economies under stress. Now is time
to drive innovation and explore different options.
Opportunity to increase risk retention in current climate but need to be prepared to take on
volatility. The journey of a feasibility is surrounding sustainability – just because your captive
meets your needs today, doesn’t mean it will in the future.
Captives are only part of risk management deliverable – anticipate where you want to be and
how you get there. Put together the right foundations, people, and understand the culture.
Have the resilience to look at contingencies and continue to re-visit feasibility.
Sophistication of Solvency II regulation as an enabler makes Europe an appealing domicile – is
there a need for a similar structure is Asia? Opportunity to reduce costs.
Different degree of proportionality with different regulators. Is proportionality applied in 5
Asia? Is there infrastructure on the ground?

Agenda
Closing Keynote | An Interview with Captive Entrepreneur,
John Morrey & Chair Closing Remarks
During this session we speak with Captive Hall of Fame’s John Morrey. Self-managing
the HOCHTIEF Luxemburg captives since 2002, he has grown it into a group of nine
companies with assets reaching $1 billion and has now spun off an independent
captive management business.

John Morrey

Malcolm Cutts-Watson

CEO
Builders Insurance
Holdings

MD
CWC

Lauren Ingram

Editor
Captive Review

Key Takeaways
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

‘From cardboard box to $1 billion dollars’ – started with inhouse re-insurance and grew
from there. From a one man band to 7 captives and 50+ employees worldwide.
Original business from US and Canada, covering 3rd party risk as well given that we work
with construction sites. Where is risk taking place and follow good risk management
Moving from property and casualty, to EU operations and risk diversification. Different
strategies for different regions.
Our success based on slow development, good governance and good partnerships – start
small, grow your capital to increase retentions gradually.
The great thing about captives is that challenges change and nothing stays the same.
Need to think outside the box – ensure that people in the marketplace know who you are
and sell your story.
Become a good captive manager by having experience in different areas – even if you
don’t stay in captives its great for your CV.
Using risk management as a matra – we are proud that our statistics reflect well on our
risk management strategy and business. Continue to think of creative solutions to
challenges faced– how can I do things better than the commercial market? Variety is a
fact of life in the captive world, simply continue to keep risk management as focus.
Moving forward we look to increase retnetions, just opened branch in London and hope
to do something similar in German and Scandenavia next 4 years. Also exploring Asia
regions.
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Upcoming Events
•

European Captive Forum 2020 – 4 November
www.europeancaptiveforum.com

•

European Captive Review Awards 2020 – 26 November
www.europeanukcaptivereviewawards.com

•

UK Captive Owners Summit 2021 – 25 February
www.captiveownerssummituk.com

See all upcoming events: https://captivereview.com/events-articles

For more information, please contact:
Nick Morgan
Commercial Director
☎ +44 (0)20 7832 6635
✉ n.morgan@captivereview.com
Mansi Khatwani
Senior Publishing Executive
☎ +44 (0)20 7832 6582
✉ m.khatwani@captivereview.com
Lauren Ingram
Editor
✉ l.ingram@captivereview.com
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